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Abstract
Over the past four years, significant research has advanced our understanding of how external factors influence tropical cyclone (TC) intensity
changes. Research on air-sea interactions shows that increasing the moisture disequilibrium is a very effective way to increase surface heat fluxes
and that ocean salinity-stratification plays a non-negligible part in TC intensity change. Vertical wind shear from the environment induces vortex
misalignment, which controls the onset of significant TC intensification. Blocking due to upper-level outflow from TCs can reduce the magnitude
of vertical wind shear, making for TC intensification. Enhanced TC-trough interactions are vital for rapid intensification in some TC cases because
of strengthened warm air advection, but upper-level troughs are found to limit TC intensification in other cases due to dry midlevel air intrusions
and increased shear. Aerosol effects on TCs can be divided into direct effects involving aerosol-radiation interactions and indirect effects involving
aerosol-cloud interactions. The radiation absorption by the aerosols can change the temperature profile and affect outer rainbands through changes
in stability and microphysics. Sea spray and sea salt aerosols are more important in the inner region, where the aerosols increase precipitation and
latent heating, promoting more intensification. For landfalling TCs, the intensity decay is initially more sensitive to surface roughness than soil
moisture, and the subsequent decay is mainly due to the rapid reduction in surface moisture fluxes. These new insights further sharpen our
understanding of the mechanisms by which external factors influence TC intensity changes.
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are not isolated atmospheric sys-
tems; various external factors can influence their development
to diverse degrees. These factors include, but are not limited to,
land and ocean, solar radiation, environmental vertical wind
shear (VWS), ambient humidity, and other surrounding
inistration. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communi-
ttp://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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atmospheric systems. Variations in these external factors and
their interactions with the TC circulation complicate the
physical processes underlying TC intensity changes. Therefore,
understanding these factors and the corresponding interactions
will contribute to a more profound understanding of the dy-
namics of TC intensity change and the forecasting of TC in-
tensity. Endeavors have been longstanding to investigate how
the above factors affect the change in TC intensity.

This review article summarises the major advances in
external influences on TC intensity change from 2019 to 2022,
based on the World Meteorological Organization's 10th Inter-
national Workshop on Tropical Cyclones report. It covers the
characteristics and physical processes of TC intensity change
due to ocean impacts, air-sea interaction, VWS, surrounding
systems, aerosols, the Saharan air layer (SAL), and radiation.
In addition, more recently, a steadily rising effort has been
devoted to investigating the characteristics and mechanisms of
intensity changes during TC landfall. Therefore, the latest
research findings on intensity changes during TC landfall are
also presented here.

2. Ocean influences

A significantly clearer picture of ocean influences on TC
intensity change has emerged. In addition to the classical warm
ocean eddy (WOE) paradigm1 (Leipper and Volgenau 1972;
Shay et al., 2000), new perennial warm ocean regimes have
been identified, and they were noted to sustain intense sea-to-
air enthalpy fluxes, often leading to phases of rapid intensifi-
cation (RI; greater than 30 kt increase in intensity over 24 h) in
TCs. The role of strong horizontal gradients in sea surface
temperature (SST) in enhancing the fluxes during RI
—presumably due to higher SSTs on the warm side of the
gradient— and causing rapid weakening (RW) of TCs over
cooler SSTs was also observed.
2.1. Perennial warm ocean regimes
A persistent warm coastal regime was noted during Hurri-
cane Harvey (2017) in the Gulf of Mexico. An analysis found
that, at the time of landfall, the Texas Bight was well mixed
with very warm water extending from the surface to bot-
tom—mixing induced by Harvey had a small impact on SSTs
which remained high and supported continued intensification
(Potter et al., 2019).

Much knowledge has been attained regarding the interaction
of TCs with salinity-stratified upper ocean waters and how they
affect ocean mixing, air-sea fluxes, and TC intensification.
Rudzin et al. (2019, 2020) revealed the influence the Amazon-
Orinoco River plume had on the RI of Hurricane Irma, which
was promoted by more favorable oceanic conditions, air-sea
fluxes, and atmospheric boundary layer conditions over the
1 Warm ocean regimes that do not cool much and SSTs remain well above
the 26 ◦C threshold during the storm, which facilitates rapid intensification of
TCs.
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salinity-stratified river plume compared to those before RI
when the TC was not over the river plume. Furthermore,
Hlywiak and Nolan (2019) found that the intensification of TCs
of at least minimal hurricane status was supported by a barrier
layer (a vertical salinity gradient in the ocean temperature
mixed layer), whereas the intensification of weaker TCs was
hindered. Balaguru et al. (2020a,b) confirmed numerical evi-
dence from Hlywiak and Nolan (2019) by showing that specific
locations and intensification thresholds for which salinity-
stratification becomes important in forecasting RI. They also
statistically link salinity-stratified upper ocean conditions with
RI events of TCs (Fig. 1).
2.2. SST gradients
An observational study covering 913 TC cases over the
western North Pacific from 1988 to 2017 found that the RW
cases occurred in regions with a stronger meridional SST
gradient and cooler SSTs (Ma et al., 2019). The weakening rate
and the RW number significantly increased over the region of
25◦N–35◦N, 120◦E–150◦E from 1982 to 2000 to
2001–2019—stronger SST gradients were observed in this
region in recent years, presumably caused by inhomogeneous
Pacific warming (Song et al., 2020).
2.3. Air-sea flux
A new perspective on the bulk aerodynamic formulae was
introduced to evaluate the relative contribution of wind-driven
(U10) and thermodynamically-driven (ΔT and Δq) ocean heat-
uptake, where U10 is 10-m wind speed, and ΔT and Δq are air-
sea temperature and moisture differences, respectively (Jaimes
de la Cruz et al., 2021). Compensation in air-sea moisture flux
by larger values of Δq at moderate values of U10 led to intense
inner-core moisture fluxes >600 W m−2 during RI. Peak values
in Δq preferentially occurred over oceanic regimes with higher
SST and upper-ocean heat content. Jaimes de la Cruz et al.
(2021) study indicates that increasing SST and Δq is a very
effective way to increase surface heat fluxes—this can be easily
achieved as a TC moves over perennial warm ocean regimes.
These results call for new TC intensification paradigms and
accurate measurement and representation of Δq in numerical
models to better predict RI events.
2.4. Boundary layer and air-sea coupling
Wadler et al. (2021) was the first observational study of
Hurricane Michael (2018) to relate the distribution of air-sea
enthalpy fluxes over mesoscale oceanic eddy features to the
known asymmetries in storm structure imposed by environ-
mental wind shear. This study reported that Hurricane Michael
interacted with an oceanic eddy field leading to cross-storm
SST gradients of ~2.5 ◦C (Fig. 2b). This led to the highest
enthalpy fluxes occurring left of shear, favoring the sustain-
ment of updrafts into the upshear quadrants and a quick re-
covery from low-entropy downdraft air. Similarly, Rudzin et al.
(2020) identified that the recovery of the boundary layer during



Fig. 1. Along-track anomalous mean tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP; 10 kJ cm−2), temperature stratification (TSTRAT; ◦C), density stratification (DSTRAT;
kg m−3), salinity stratification (SSTRAT; psu), and sea surface salinity (psu) in the tropical Pacific (WEST; a,b) and tropical Atlantic (EAST; c,d) for cases where the
24-h intensity change is greater than or equal to 5 kt (a,c) and RI (b,d). The western region corresponds to 10◦–30◦N, 70◦–100◦W, and the eastern region corresponds
to 10◦–30◦N, 40◦–70◦W. Data is extracted from HYCOM. Figure from Balaguru et al. (2020a,b) showing that salinity stratification plays an equal, if not more
important, role compared to TCHP in air-sea interactions in tropical Atlantic RI, whereas TCHP and temperature stratification dominate air-sea interactions during RI
in the tropical Pacific.
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Hurricane Irma (2017)'s RI was supported by a favorable SST
response due to a salinity-stratified upper ocean from the
Amazon-Orinoco River plume. In the numerical study by
Kumar et al. (2021), the influence of boundary-layer dynamics
and air-sea coupling on the change in the location of the eye-
wall updraught and the intensity of a mature tropical cyclone
was investigated in a simulation of a TC run with the fully
coupled ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON) model in a global
configuration. Results show that boundary-layer dynamics
should be incorporated into any explanation of TC intensity
change in response to sea surface cooling in coupled
atmosphere-ocean models with a realistic ocean-eddy field
(Fig. 3; Kumar et al., 2021).
2.5. Ocean waves
A new relationship between waves and TC intensity change
was recently indicated. Zhang and Oey (2019) utilized satellite
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significant wave height, a parametric TC model, and NCEP
one-degree reanalysis fields; they found a spatial pattern in the
TC field that relates significant wave height to low-level
moisture convergence in rapidly-intensifying and non-rapidly-
intensifying TCs. In rapidly intensifying TCs, young waves
appear in the right-front quadrant, and the low-level moisture
flux convergence is symmetrical throughout the storm's inner-
core region, presumably due to the combined effect of wind-
driven advection of moisture, near-surface wind speed inten-
sification, and forward storm motion.
2.6. New and updates to observational platforms
Progress in ocean observing in TC environments has led to
new knowledge in understanding air-sea interaction during and
after TC passage. Domingues et al. (2019) provide an overview
of ocean observing advances to support TC research and pre-
diction. Autonomous ocean vehicles, such as ocean gliders,



Fig. 2. SST variability during the rapid intensification of category-5 Hurricane Michael (2018)from aircraft expendable ocean profilers. The solid black (dashed
black) arrow from the center represents the shear (motion) vector. Solid black lines from the storm center outline the shear-relative quadrants: down-shear right
(DSR), down-shear left (DSL), up-shear left (USL), and up-shear right (USR). From Fig. 8 of Wadler et al. (2021a,b).

Fig. 3. Conceptual models of TC intensification and decay about underlying ocean features. (a) Intensification over the WOE. (b) Decay or weakening over the
storm's cool wake or a cool mesoscale cyclone. From Fig. 1 of Kumar et al. (2021).
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electromagnetic autonomous profiling explorer (EM-APEX)
floats, and Saildrones, are technology in the TC community
used to diagnose upper ocean and air-sea characteristics before,
during, and after TC passage. Underwater gliders have been
running operationally through the US Integrated Ocean
Observing Systems Program since 2014 and were included in
the NOAA Hurricane Field Program starting in 2018. The
multi-institution fleet of gliders has since collected ~600,000
profiles during the 2018–2021 Atlantic Hurricane Seasons
(Miles et al., 2021). Observations collected by gliders have
been shown to improve the pre-storm representation of the
ocean and provide better TC intensity forecasts in coupled
forecast models than those that do not ingest the data.

Simultaneous measurements of ocean current (including
vertical shear), temperature, and salinity are possible with the
EM-APEX float (Shay et al., 2019). Measurements of vertical
shear over the upper ocean from this and other
platforms–potentially Saildrones–can guide the improvement
of the parameterization of vertical mixing in the ocean
component of coupled TC forecast models. Elucidating the role
of vertical mixing within the upper ocean is critical for better
understanding sea surface cooling and ensuing air-sea heat
fluxes and TC intensity change.

3. Impacts of vertical wind shear

VWS, typically defined as the vector difference in the
environmental wind between 850 and 200 hPa, has been shown
to have significant impacts on TC structure and intensity
change. The effects of VWS on the TC circulation are largely
unfavorable, as VWS tends to tilt the vortex in the vertical
(DeMaria 1996; Boehm and Bell 2021), ventilate the TC warm
core (Tang and Emanuel 2010; Alland et al. 2021a, b; Wadler
et al., 2021), and decrease the symmetry and areal coverage of
diabatic heating associated with convective processes (Nolan
et al., 2007; Alland et al. 2021a, b). If shear-driven ventila-
tion is too strong, idealized numerical modeling studies have
shown TC development fails to occur at all (Alland et al.,
2021a). Alternatively, environments of moderate VWS
exhibit a wide range of TC intensity changes, ranging from
weakening to rapid intensification (RI; e.g., Alvey et al., 2020;
Hazelton et al., 2020; Finocchio and Rios-Berrios 2021).
Consequently, recent work has focused on better understanding
the processes associated with the rate of TC intensity change in
such environments.
3.1. Vortex tilt induced by VWS
A common research theme over the past four years has been
the effects of VWS on the vortex tilt structure. At a base level,
VWS acts to advect differentially, or tilt, the TC vortex toward
the downshear direction. A tilted TC vortex induces a balanced
azimuthal wavenumber-1 response, where a cold anomaly de-
velops in the downtilt region of the storm, co-located with
regions of strong convection, whereas a warm anomaly is
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found in the uptilt portion of the TC (Boehm and Bell 2021). In
relatively weak TCs (i.e., those below hurricane intensity;
maximum sustained 10-m wind <33 m s−1), which feature a
wider range of tilt magnitudes than TCs of hurricane intensity
(Fischer et al., 2022), the onset of more rapid rates of TC
intensification is closely related to the transition of a misaligned
vortex toward alignment (e.g., Ryglicki et al., 2019; Chen
et al., 2019b; Tao and Zhang 2019; Alvey et al., 2020; Rios-
Berrios et al. 2020; Rogers et al., 2020; Schecter and
Menelaou 2020; Schecter 2022). However, a completely
aligned vortex does not appear to be a requirement for RI (e.g.,
Alvey et al., 2022), and the degree of tilt reduction needed for
faster rates of TC intensification to be realized has been shown
to display sensitivity to environmental conditions, such as the
sea surface temperature (e.g., Schecter 2022). Additionally, the
vertical structure of the shear direction has also been found to
affect the vortex tilt and TC intensity evolution, with a
clockwise turning hodograph found to be favorable for quicker
vortex alignment and intensification (Gu et al., 2019).
3.2. Ventilation
The relationship between the TC vortex tilt structure and
VWS can strongly influence the degree of ventilation a TC
experiences (e.g., Chen et al., 2019b). Recent work has divided
ventilation into radial and downdraft pathways (Alland et al.
2021a; 2021b; 2022). Radial ventilation acts in two ways. At
upper levels (5–9 km altitude), radial ventilation is closely
linked to the vortex tilt structure, as the misaligned TC circu-
lation acts to transport relatively low-equivalent potential
temperature air (θe) from the TC environment toward the TC
center in the upshear and right-of-shear quadrants of the storm
(Fig. 4b). At lower levels (0–3 km altitude), radial ventilation
acts similarly to downdraft ventilation, transporting low θe air
to the inflow layer via convective downdrafts in the downshear
and left-of-shear quadrants of the storm (Fig. 4a,c).

When low-θe air is transported to the boundary layer, it can
recover via air-sea enthalpy fluxes before reaching the eyewall.
Recent work has shown that boundary layer recovery of low-θe
air is a function of height such that most parcels fully recover
(no θe deficit in the eyewall) near the sea surface. In contrast,
the most destructive area for downdraft ventilation is near the
top of the inflow layer, where low-θe air can be transported
inwards toward the eyewall and is too high to be affected by
the air-sea enthalpy fluxes (Wadler et al., 2021b). The effects of
downdraft ventilation can also be mitigated by the inclusion of
radiation which can change the stability profile (Rios-Berrios
2020), the presence of a high-θe layer above the inflow layer
which can act as a thermodynamic shield (Wadler et al.,
2021a,b), and higher sea surface temperatures (Chen et al.,
2021b). Through a composite analysis of dropsonde observa-
tions, Nguyen et al. (2019) showed that TCs undergoing
intensification tend to have higher air-sea enthalpy fluxes than
non-intensifying TCs, especially in the upshear quadrants,
indicative of more effective recovery from ventilation.



Fig. 4. Conceptual model adapted from Alland et al. (2021a and 2021b) of radial ventilation. In shading, (a) the average equivalent potential temperature (K) of
trajectories initialized in radial ventilation regions between heights of 0 and 3 km, (b) the average RH (%) of trajectories initialized in radial ventilation regions
between heights of 5 and 9 km and (c) the average equivalent potential temperature of trajectories initialized in downdraft ventilation. Other information includes
reflectivity greater than 25 dBZ (gray shading), upward motions greater than 0.5 m s−1 (magenta dots), the TC center averaged between heights of 5 and 9 km
(white × ), parcel movement (black arrows), the inner 75 km (dashed circle), the vertical tilt direction from the surface to 6 km (red arrow), and the VWS direction
(blue arrow).
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3.3. Sensitivity to TC intensity and structure
The intensity response of a TC to VWS is also a function of
TC intensity and vortex structure. When VWS is imposed on a
weak tropical storm, it can decouple the vortex, which disal-
lows intensification (Fig. 5; Finocchio and Rios-Berrios 2021).
When VWS is imposed on TCs of hurricane strength, the in-
tensity response of the storm is sensitive to the radial vortex
structure. Finocchio and Rios-Berrios (2021) found that
simulated TCs which were subject to increasing VWS in the
midst of a period of RI, or those had recently completed RI,
were prone to lateral ventilation, which can reduce the TC's
inner-core θe, due in part to their narrower vortex structures and
limited inertial stability in the outer core. Alternatively, when
VWS was imposed on mature TCs following a period of RI,
which had broader vortex wind fields, these storms were more
resilient to the potentially harmful effects of ventilation and
exhibited a larger steady-state intensity.
Fig. 5. Times series from Fig. 2c of Finocchio and Rios-Berrios (2021) of
maximum azimuthally averaged 10-m wind speed. The baseline simulation is in
black, and the colored circle markers are when shear begins to increase to
15 m s−1 for each simulation.
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3.4. Sensitivity to VWS properties
Recent work has also focused on how nuanced properties of
the flow impact TC intensity change. For example, outside of
the deep tropics, TCs experiencing VWS with a northerly
component tend to have more symmetric boundary layer
thermodynamic distributions than TCs experiencing VWS with
a southerly component (Wadler et al., 2022). Additionally, the
direction of the low-level flow relative to the shear direction
has been shown to affect the rate of TC intensity change due to
its influence on the spatial pattern of surface fluxes. For
example, Lee et al. (2021) found through a set of idealized
simulations that TCs with an upshear-left directed low-level
flow intensified at greater rates than TCs with a downshear-
right directed low-level flow; however, Chen et al. (2019a)
found a downshear-left directed low-level flow yielded the
greatest rates of TC intensification using a different modeling
set up, which imposed the motion-relative shear asymmetries
on weaker TCs using a different shear profile than Lee et al.
(2021). An analysis of observed TCs by Chen et al. (2021a)
concluded a downshear-left directed low-level flow is the
most favorable for TC intensification, whereas an upshear-right
oriented low-level flow yields TCs that instead more quickly
grow in size.
3.5. Effects of the TC circulation on environmental VWS
Other studies have highlighted an intensification pathway
through which a TC can locally modify the environmental
flow. Using idealized simulations, Ryglicki et al. (2019, 2020)
demonstrated how convectively driven divergent upper-level
outflow associated with a tilted vortex can act against back-
ground environmental flow, as shown schematically in Fig. 6.
If the vertical structure of the environmental shear is peaked in
the upper troposphere, this outflow blocking mechanism can



Fig. 6. Schematic illustrating the outflow of a TC that distorts the environ-
mental winds. Large thick arrows are environmental flow; thin arrows are TC
outflow. Outlines of lavender and teal colors indicate satellite imagery. The
blue-shaded oval is the outflow jet. The letters (A and B) and roman numerals
(I, II, and III) indicate the various boundaries and regions, respectively. Region
I is strictly the outflow, and it is defined as having a density lower than that of
the surrounding atmosphere at a given level. A is the outflow front, where the
outflow and the environment collide. Beyond the outflow front lies Region II,
where the environmental winds become subgeostrophic, decelerate, converge,
slowly sink, and turn to the left. B indicates the bow wave, which is the farthest
boundary where the outflow affects the environmental winds. Region III is the
unaffected free atmosphere in geostrophic thermal wind balance. Spatially,
radially from the core, A exists approximately 200–250 km upshear, and B
exists approximately 1000 km upshear. The top line is radial wind at different
radii. The shear vector is coincident with environmental winds (easterly). From
Fig. 2 of Ryglicki et al. (2019).
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result in a pocket of relatively weak VWS, which is favorable
for TC intensification. An example of this “atypical rapid
intensification” pathway was examined using satellite and
airborne Doppler radar observations of Hurricane Dorian
(2019; Ryglicki et al., (2021). Other studies using larger
sample sizes have also supported the significance of outflow
blocking, locally reducing the vertical wind shear and pro-
moting TC intensification. For example, by examining a
reanalysis data set and infrared satellite observations, Shi and
Chen (2021) found that RI cases in environments of moder-
ate and strong vertical wind shear (defined as shear magnitudes
between 4.5 and 11 m s−1 and >11 m s−1, respectively) were
associated with an increase in upshear convection and upper-
level outflow in the 24 h before RI onset, leading to a
decrease in local VWS (defined as shear calculated within the
innermost 200 km of the TC). Additionally, Shi and Chen
(2021) found that in storms experiencing moderate-to-strong
206
environmental vertical wind shear, TC intensity change was
more closely correlated with the local wind shear magnitude
than the environmental, synoptic-scale wind shear magnitude.
Similarly, Dai et al. (2021) used idealized simulations to show
how TC intensity change is linked to the “TC-induced shear
difference” (TCSD), which is defined as the difference between
the environmental shear and the shear computed within the
innermost 500 km of the TC. It was hypothesized that the
TCSD results from convectively-driven asymmetric TC
outflow, and when the TCSD is oriented upshear, the TC is
situated in a more favorable local environment for
intensification.

4. Interactions between a TC and surrounding systems
4.1. Interactions with upper-level troughs and lows
Upper-level troughs can provide unique forcing for con-
vection that favors TC intensification. Qiu et al. (2020)
examined the eddy flux convergence (EFC) characteristics
and concluded that the enhanced TC-trough interaction by the
large-scale circulation pattern was critical for the offshore RI of
several TCs, even under larger VWS. An observational study
of Hurricane Michael (2018) showed that the intensification of
this hurricane was attributed to dominant warm air advection
linked to a vertically-deep trough during its landfall near
Mexico (Callaghan 2019). Moreover, a TC-trough interaction
can lead to additional low-level inflow and upper-level outflow,
as shown in the RI of Hurricane Helene (2006) (Qin and Wu
2021). Yan et al. (2021) indicated that the upper-tropospheric
cold low (UTCL) contributed to the intensification of
Typhoon Jongdari (2018) by enhancing the EFC, reducing the
inertial stability, and enhancing the upper-level divergence of
the absolute angular momentum flux.

The upper-level troughs can also impede TC intensification
since they tend to be associated with unfavorable environ-
mental conditions. Hurricane Dennis (2005) weakened due to
the strong cold air advection over its western part when
interacting with an upper-level trough (Callaghan 2019). Yue
et al. (2020) also found that, for weakening TCs, low-
tropospheric cold air was to the northwest of the TCs associ-
ated with upper-level troughs.

The upper-tropospheric trough morphology may be
responsible for the different intensity changes during TC-
trough interactions. Fischer et al. (2019) used machine
learning to identify three unique clusters of TC–trough con-
figurations. It was found that TCs in the cutoff cluster consisted
of a larger intensification rate than those in the northwest and
northeast trough clusters, and RI tended to be associated with
upper-level troughs with a shorter zonal wavelength and a
greater upstream TC-trough displacement.
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4.2. Monsoon gyre and trough influences
Monsoon gyres and troughs can cause striking TC intensity
changes when interacting with TCs (Yan et al., 2019; Qiu et al.,
2020; Yang et al. 2022). The climatological monsoon trough
that transports moist air into TCs is responsible for the offshore
TC RI in large environmental VWS over the South China Sea
(Qiu et al., 2020). Wu et al. (2020) indicated that low-level
convergence and vorticity in the inner-core region of TCs
could be enhanced when TCs approach the monsoon trough.
However, TCs does not always intensify when interacting with
monsoon gyres and troughs. Yan et al. (2019) indicated that the
intensification rate for a TC embedded in a monsoon gyre was
slower than without background flow, possibly because of
larger outer-core size, increased asymmetric perturbations, and
up-shear tilting.
4.3. Binary TC interactions
Complete merger, partial merger, complete straining-out,
partial straining-out, and elastic interaction are typical in-
teractions between TCs (Fig. 7; Liou and Pandey 2020). Liou
and Pandey (2020) found that a weaker TC could be partially
strengthened by a stronger one when a strong interaction occurs
between them. However, in the case of TCs Kulap and Noru
(2017), the binary interaction suppressed the intensification of
Noru because of moisture cutoff and enhanced VWS (Li and
Ge 2021). Furthermore, from a view of idealized modeling,
Liu et al. (2021) demonstrated that ventilation of the warm
upper-level core of one TC could be produced by VWS
induced by the upper-level anticyclone of the other TC, leading
to a weakening of the former TC.
Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the Fujiwhara effe
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5. Effects of other environmental factors
5.1. Aerosol impacts
Aerosol effects on TCs can be divided into direct effects
(aerosol-radiation interactions) and indirect effects (aerosol-
cloud interactions). Direct effects of anthropogenic aerosols
and dust may be more important in the outer region (Liang
et al., 2021b; Shi et al., 2021) (Fig. 8), affecting rainbands
through changes in stability and microphysics. In contrast,
indirect effects due to sea spray and sea-salt aerosols may be
more important in the inner region (Fig. 8), where increases in
cloud ice, precipitation, latent heating, and vertical velocity
could promote more intensification (Jiang et al., 2019; Luo
et al., 2019; Shpund et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2021).

It appears uncertain what the net aerosol effect is on TC
intensity due to the complicated interactions between aerosols,
radiation, and microphysics. Shi et al. (2021) found that greater
aerosol concentrations lowered the intensity in simulations of
Hurricane Nadine (2012). On the other hand, Cotton and
Walko (2021a) found that an environment with ten times the
aerosol concentration resulted in a more intense simulation of
Hurricane Harvey (2017) due to the “condensational invigo-
ration mechanism” (Cotton and Walko 2021b). Thus, aerosol
effects are likely dependent on the TC lifecycle stage, types of
aerosols, and other aspects of the environment.
5.2. Sarahan air layer
The SAL affects TCs in the North Atlantic through its dust
concentrations and dry (low-θe) air; however, there are still
questions concerning the degree of the impediment to TC
ct. From Fig. 1 of Liou and Pandey (2020).



Fig. 8. Simulated horizontal distributions (shading) of 300–100-hPa layer-averaged (a) cloud (ice + snow + graupel) mixing ratio (0.01 g kg−1), (b) dust mixing ratio
(μg kg−1), (c) sea salt mixing ratio (μg kg−1), and (d) black and organic carbon mixing ratio (μg kg−1). The black contour shows the aerosol optical depth = 0.2
threshold. Vectors in (a) show 900-hPa winds; in (b)–(d), vectors indicate 200-hPa winds. From Fig. 12 of Shi et al. (2021).
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intensity. Liang et al. (2021a) found that dust weakened the
simulated intensity of Earl (2010) through radiative stabiliza-
tion. Reed et al. (2019) concluded that more dust resulted in
lower lifetime maximum intensity and accumulated cyclone
energy in a climate model simulation. Interestingly, Huang
et al. (2020) found that simply having a large aerosol optical
depth, signaling a dusty airmass, around a TC was not well
associated with a lack of intensification. Rather, non-
intensifying TCs interacting with the SAL have greater VWS
and drier air. Furthermore, the effects of the SAL may depend
on the TC lifecycle stage, having net detrimental effects on
intensity in the tropical depression stage and net positive ef-
fects in the hurricane stage via effects on cloud ice (Luo and
Han 2021; Fig. 9).
Fig. 9. Conceptual summary of SAL effects on TC cloud systems as a function of SA
pristine conditions. From Fig. 13 of Luo and Han (2021).
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5.3. Effects of radiation
There is a growing understanding of radiative effects on
TCs. Cloud-radiative feedbacks (CRFs), associated with in-
teractions of cloud ice and longwave radiation, are important
for accelerating intensification (Wing 2022), particularly early
in development when the radiative heating anomalies are
concentrated within the radius of maximum wind in the low-to-
mid troposphere. Longwave CRF may hasten rapid intensifi-
cation onset (Ruppert et al., 2020; Fig. 10) by increasing inner-
core moist static energy (Chen et al., 2019a). Modeling results
are supported by satellite observations of intensifying TCs
having greater radiative flux convergence due to clouds
compared to weakening TCs (Wu et al., 2021).
L strength and TC intensity. The purple curves are the cloud-top heights under



Fig. 10. Time series of (a) intensity and (b) frozen moist static energy (MSE)
feedback terms due to external (diabatic) sources: surface enthalpy flux
(dashed) and infrared radiation (solid) for a set of simulations of Maria (2017).
Cloud–radiation interaction is turned off at times indicated by the vertical ticks
(in IR-CRF, cloud–infrared radiation interaction is retained). Abscissa crosses
denote maximum wind speed values without azimuthal averaging. From Fig. 2a
and c of Ruppert et al. (2020).

Fig. 11. Time series of hourly (a) intensity and (b) 400–900-hPa tilt magnitude
from an ensemble of simulations without radiation (CTL5; black and gray) and
with the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RTMG) (referred to as
RAD5; pink), both with 5 m s−1 shear. Lines represent the unperturbed member
from each ensemble; shading extends from ensemble minimum to ensemble
maximum at each hour. A 6-h running mean was applied to each time series.
From Fig. 2a and b of Rios-Berrios (2020).
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The effects of diurnally varying and constant radiation on
TCs have been further explored. Idealized simulations that
impose a “constant night” intensify more quickly than those
that impose a “constant day” (Tang et al., 2019; Trabing et al.,
2019), but the shortwave flux imposed in the constant-day
simulations might matter (Wing 2022). In a constant night
setup, radiative cooling rates at the storm top and effects on the
secondary circulation are important (Trabing et al., 2019).

The effects of radiation may also make TCs more resilient to
VWS through cooling and moistening the TC environment,
which weakens downdraft activity and cold pool strength
(Rios-Berrios 2020). In an ensemble of idealized simulations
with radiation, Rios-Berrios (2020) found a faster reduction of
tilt, earlier intensification, and less spread in the intensity
evolution compared to simulations without radiation (Fig. 11).

6. TC intensity change during landfalls
6.1. Post-landfall intensity decay
The general response of TC intensity to landfall can be
simply related to reduced surface entropy fluxes. Chen and
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Chavas (2020) explained the distinct mechanisms for
different intensity responses of an idealized axisymmetric
mature TC to modified major surface conditions (Fig. 12).
They found that surface drying induced a single dominant in-
tensity response. The primary TC circulation gradually
weakens within the inner core in response to the gradual eye-
wall stabilization due to the rapid reduction in surface moisture
fluxes. In contrast, surface roughening induces TC intensity
responses on two distinct timescales. The TC first decays
rapidly as the primary circulation is nearly instantaneously
weakened due to the direct enhancement of the angular mo-
mentum sink from surface friction. Meanwhile, the secondary
circulation is temporarily enhanced due to the strengthened
frictionally induced inflow despite the thermodynamic eyewall
stabilization. Afterward, the TC gradually decays till the end of
the evolution as the eyewall stabilization gradually weakens the
entire overturning circulation. Additionally, the time-dependent
response of TC intensity to combined surface drying and
roughening can be predicted as the product of the responses to
each forcing (Chen and Chavas 2021). Hlywiak and Nolan



Fig. 12. A conceptual schematic of the short-term response and long-term re-equilibration to surface roughening or drying. The schematic shows primary circulation
(crosses) and overturning circulation and depicts responses to surface moisture fluxes Fqv, angular momentum (M) sources and sinks, and precipitation. The response
magnitude of each quantity is indicated by the icon width or size, with an enhancement or reduction colored red or blue, respectively. Figure 17 of Chen and Chavas
(2020).
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(2021) also suggested that intensity decay was initially more
sensitive to surface roughness (roughness length Z0) than soil
moisture (volumetric soil water content Sc), especially for the
most intense wind. Each forcing affects TC decay within
different radii and storm-relative quadrants. The sensitivity to
each forcing depends on TC strength and size (Fig. 13). The
sensitivity to each forcing also depends on TC strength and
size. Their results further suggested that the negative feedback
between soil moisture and surface temperatures was an
essential control on inland intensity since increasingly negative
sensible heat fluxes would counter stronger latent heat fluxes.
6.2. Maintained intensity after landfall
In contrast to a rougher and drying land surface that
generally weakens the storm, saturated soils or shallow waters
provide inland TCs additional external moist enthalpy to
maintain their structure and intensity. A series of recent Brown
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Ocean effects (BOE) studies (Yoo et al., 2020, 2021; Shepherd
et al., 2021) explored the contribution of sandy soil to the
frequent TC maintenance and re-intensification after TC land-
fall. Though intensity sensitivities can be recognized among
experiments varying soil moisture, flux, and texture conditions,
their results indicate that the BOE is not a binary influence on
TC intensity (Fig. 14). Thus, the BOE influences on TC in-
tensity after landfall remain an open question. Considering the
rarity and complexity of maintained and re-intensified TCs
after landfall, Thomas and Shepherd (2022) introduced a
machine-learning method to examine the TC record to improve
the climatological representation of such cases, further con-
firming the role of warm and moist soil on TC inland intensity.
6.3. Post-landfall TC intensity change models
Advanced theories describing the time-dependent TC
intensification have been formulated based on TC



Fig. 13. The e-folding time decay constant a(r) (h−1) for (a) smooth (green),
moderate (blue), and rough (red) surface with moderate soil water content, and
(b) moderate surface roughness with wet (green), moderate (blue), and dry soil
water content by TC quadrant. Here Z0 and Sc are the surface roughness lenth
and moisture content, respectively. Positive (negative) radii show the right
(left)-of-motion quadrant-averaged S10, and solid (dashed) lines indicate the
front (rear) quadrants. The TC is moving into the page in this frame of refer-
ence. Fig. 9 of Hlywiak and Nolan (2021).

Fig. 14. (a) Six-hourly track analysis composite of TC Kelvin simulations
superimposed over the model terrain height in the land/soil moisture pertur-
bation study and (b) time series of hourly maximum wind speed. Labels in
legend are consistent with simulation IDs in Table 1 of Yoo et al., (2020). The
black line represents the observed track of Kelvin by the BoM (here, labeled as
‘‘best track’’). Storm's 6-hourly center locations of the best track were plotted
with filled circles only for the simulation period (16–20 Feb 2018). The initial
(final) locations of the simulated storm centers are marked with stars (squares)
along with their annotations for the times. Red dots in (b) represent the time
when the storm moved from ocean to land (i.e., landfall). Fig. 3 of Yoo et al.
(2020).
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thermodynamics over the ocean (Emanuel, 2012; Wang et al.,
2021); however, they have not been tested against the intensity
decaying process. To examine the extent to which the current
intensity change theory can explain the inland TC intensity
change, Chen and Chavas (2021) generalized the Emanuel
(2012) intensification theory to predict the first-order TC in-
tensity change decay in response to idealized landfalls from
any non-zero initial intensity to a weak, final equilibrium in-
tensity. This physics-based model can predict the first-order
time-dependent weakening response of an idealized TC for
any combination of drying and roughening and compares well
with the prevailing empirical intensity decay model (Jing and
Lin 2019). Phillipson and Toumi (2021) also derived a sim-
ple TC intensity decay model by modifying the frictional tur-
bulent drag accounting for the partial to complete change in
land roughness. The model fits an algebraic decay with a
parameter determined by the ratio of the surface drag coeffi-
cient to the effective vortex depth. Considering the complexity
of measuring the TC intensity change by the maximum wind
speed, Sparks and Toumi (2022) also introduced a model of
tropical cyclone central pressure filling at landfall, providing
another avenue to predict the TC inland intensity change.
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7. Summary and conclusions

This report synthesizes the research advances regarding the
influences of external factors on TC intensity change over the
past four years (2019–2022). The external forcing in focus
includes the ocean, air-sea interaction, VWS, upper-level
troughs, monsoon gyres, aerosols, the Saharan air layer, radi-
ation, land surfaces, and others. New findings continue to come
in, indicating encouraging progress in the past four years in
examining the external factors influencing TC intensity change.

Studies of ocean effects note that salinity-stratification plays
an important role in TC intensity change, and RW events tend
to arise in regions with a stronger meridional SST gradient and
cooler SSTs. In addition, increasing SSTs (e.g., over warm
oceanic eddies) and air-sea moisture differences can efficiently
increase surface heat fluxes, favoring TC intensification. New
ocean observational platforms are also being constructed and
operated in succession, furnishing more comprehensive and
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abundant ocean observational data to improve the observa-
tional and forecasting techniques of physical processes of TC
intensity change.

Studies of VWS effects show that the onset of more rapid
rates of TC intensification is closely linked to the transition of a
misaligned TC toward alignment, but complete alignment
seems not to be a requirement for RI. VWS-induced ventilation
can be divided into radial and downdraft pathways, and they
both transport low-θe air to the TC circulation, significantly
influencing TC intensity. In addition, the TC intensity change
caused by VWS responds to TC intensity, vortex structure, and
shear properties. Some unique structures of the TC circulation
can also modulate environmental VWS; for instance, blocking
due to upper-level outflow from the TC can locally decrease
VWS and, thus, facilitate TC intensification.

The understanding of interactions between the TC and
ambient systems and the associated impacts on TC intensity
change has been further deepened over the past four years.
Enhanced TC-trough interactions are critical for RI in some TC
cases because of strengthened warm air advection, but upper-
level troughs tend to limit TC intensification in other cases
because of dry midlevel air intrusions and increased VWS. In
addition, monsoon troughs can enhance low-level convergence,
water vapor penetration, and vorticity in the inner-core region
of TCs, leading to TC intensification.

Aerosol, SAL, and radiation effects on TC intensity change
are further unearthed. The radiation absorption by aerosols can
change temperature profiles and affect rainbands due to
changes in stability and microphysics. Sea spray and sea salt
aerosols may cause an increase in cloud ice, precipitation,
latent heating, and vertical velocity in TC's inner core. The
SAL is indicated to have net detrimental effects on TC intensity
in the tropical depression stage and net positive effects in the
hurricane stage. Additionally, longwave CRF may accelerate
rapid intensification onset. The effects of radiation may also
make TCs more resilient to VWS, along with a faster reduction
of vortex tilt and earlier intensification.

The intensity change of TCs after landfall is also receiving
increasing interest. TC intensity decay is initially more sensi-
tive to surface roughness than soil moisture. Afterward, the
TC's inner core gradually weakens due to the rapid reduction in
surface moisture fluxes. However, in some post-landfall cases,
the BOE can provide inland TCs additional moist enthalpy to
maintain their intensity. Also, physics-based models are
developed to predict the time-dependent weakening response
of post-landfall TC intensity decay, considering drying and
roughening effects.
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